What’s the WOW!!! in LEADAC 2017?
It’s the format and the classes. Here is what you will experience:
FRIDAY EVENING: after the opening session, Directors and VPs of Music and Performance will be
combined under the tutelage of Dr. Jay Butterfield. This is a new twist intended to help directors and
VPs-M&P better understand each other’s role in helping the chapter be successful.
Presidents, Secretaries, Treasurers, VPs Membership, and VPs Outreach will have instruction in their
Core Basic areas of influence by some of the best faculty BHS has to offer. The list of faculty will be
published as soon as we have received all the confirmations.
Then afterglow…singing will be allowed
SATURDAY MORNING: will bring all but the directors together for training in the THINK Program
(nothing to do with Harold Hill). This program has been developed to enable chapters to discover their
identity, understand what makes them tick, and how to become a healthier and more successful
chapter. The key is that each chapter decides what success means to them. It is not a one size fits all
solution.
Directors will continue with Dr. Jay.
Then there will be two one hour elective sessions, one before and one after lunch. We already have
some really interesting topics and are finalizing plans for even more. We anticipate 10 electives from
which to choose, and you can make your final decision on that day, as your interests lead you.
After electives-lunch-and electives, all but the directors will reconvene to learn how to work together,
build teams, and become leaders with tools to develop and implement plans to help their chapters be
healthy and successful.
Directors will continue with Dr. Jay.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON: at 4:30 VPs- M&P will rejoin the Directors, and the other officers will return to
their Core Basic instruction to share and workshop what they have learned. Our goal is to provide you
with tools in your specific disciplines, a way to identify where your chapter wants to go, and to develop
leadership, and team building skills so you can help your chapter be successful, whatever that means to
you.
The closing session will be from 5:30 to 6:00, at which time everyone can go home having seen old
friends, made new friends, learned new skills, and having had a great time in harmony with our
brothers. Can I get a “WOW” on that?
NOT TO BE MISSED! And, sending your officers is a legitimate chapter expense, and will be well worth it.

